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OUTDOOR BLINDS
STRAP DOWN SPRING ROLLER –

Fitting Instructions

Fitting the brackets:
Measure the opening and fit the universal brackets as shown at both ends.

Screws

Spring End

Fitting Head Box:
For Face Fit - Mark and drill your hole. Insert the wall plug and screw leaving about 15mm of the screw sticking out to
hang the Hood box on.
Straighten the hood tab
Peel off the plastic
for face fix blinds
cover or the sun will
bake it on
permanently
Screw in either hole that
is not on a mortar line
Hang the left tab of the hood box over the screw. Lift the right side of the Hood Box so it is level with the top edge of
the window. Mark where the right hand screw will go. Take the Hood Box off the window. Insert your right hand
screw, again leaving about 15mm out for the Hood Box to hook onto.
Hang the Hood Box on the screws. Fasten the screws tighter. Drill and secure the bottom of the Hood Box each side
through either of the lower inside holes that are not on a mortar line.
For Recess Fit – Screw the head box directly through to the top beam directly.
Tensioning the Spring:
Unlock the holding tab by moving it upward. This enables the spring to be tensioned.
Holding tab engaged
Holding tab disengaged

Attach a shifter to the Roller Pin. Wind the shifter clockwise to apply tension. Use the size chart to determine how
many turns of tension are required. Do NOT let go of the shifter while tensioning as the spring has a lot of force in it.
Do NOT try and over tension the spring. When the right amount of tension has been applied, drop the holding tab
down and wind the spring back until it engages the pin.
Attach the Cloth to the Brackets or Hood Box
Take the plastic cover off the Cloth. Insert the round pin side first.
Make sure the pin goes in the hole, not sitting on top of the groove.
Then lower the spade end (the spring side) into the bracket
slot (make sure the tab is at the bottom).

Make sure the circle pin end goes in the hole.
It’s too big to drop through the gap.

Attaching Straps:
Remove the screw from the bottom rail as shown and attach the strap adaptor (bend the adaptor 90 degrees).
Fasten the breeching staples to the ground so that when the awning is fully at the down position, they are exactly
below the strap adaptors. Then fasten strap adaptor and the breeching staples with the straps provided.

When the blind is pulled down it should be even tightness on both sides of the cloth. If one side is tight and the other
side is loose the awning is not sitting level.
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